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Equities: Stock markets in Europe have seen a slightly higher open
after last week's gains, when the EuroStoxx50 and 600 indices rose
by between 2.9% and 3.4%. 
Asian equities were weaker overnight, Chinese markets led lower as
tech stocks came under some pressure. China's Covid situation
remains a source of concern for the region.
For the US, focus remains firmly on the Fed's hiking path - a 75bp
rate hike is priced in for this week. However, it must be noted that
weakening economic data, recent corporate hiring freezes, and a
continued pullback in inflation expectations are all driving forecasts
of a slowdown in the pace of Fed tightening. VIX trades at $24 today.

Energy: Oil prices are trading a bit lower on Monday morning, after Brent
Crude closed out its fourth consecutive week lower on Friday and WTI
Crude its third. That is the longest streak of losses so far in 2022. Both
contracts are back below $100. Oil had been elevated by many things this
year but mainly by tensions between the West and Russia and concerns
over Russian supply. 
Oil traders also continue to closely watch all Chinese Covid developments,
cases in the nation have now fallen to their lowest in a week even as testing
in some cities is ramped up.

Fixed income: Inverting yield curves are continuing to play into the
recession debate, as the US 10yr-2yr spread nears its most negative
territory since the year 2000. 
It must be noted that European yield curves have not inverted, and while
spreads in the UK are relatively tight, the continent's are not. Much of this
can be chalked up to a more aggressive Fed than ECB. 
The important US-10yr minus 3-month part of the curve has not inverted
since early 2020, but in recent weeks has looked increasingly likely to do so.

Currencies: The Euro is edging higher against the dollar on Monday
morning after seeing slight gains last week. The world's most traded
currency pairing has bounced from $1=€1 over the past couple of
weeks and has reached 1.024. All eyes are now on the Federal
Reserve, after the ECB hiked by 50bp last Thursday. We may see
some dollar volatility towards the end of the week in this regard.

Monday, 25th of July

Markets are in for a busy week, with many important corporate results due, a key
Federal Reserve meeting in the middle of the week, and some topical growth and
inflation data also due. Monday is actually set to be a relatively quiet start, with
US Consumer Confidence figures out Tuesday.
The likely highlight of the week will come from the Fed at 7pm Irish time on
Wednesday, with a 75bp increase priced in. We will cover this in more detail
before the event.
US GDP will be watched closely on Thursday afternoon, it is forecast to have
risen by an annualized 0.5% for the second quarter. While inventories likely
weighed heavily on the Q2 results, the demand picture also darkened, as
consumer spending, business investment, and housing may have all taken a bit
of a step back.
Eurozone CPI inflation on Friday is expected to have accelerated to 8.7% in July,
after last month's 8.6% and the prior 8.1%. Eurozone GDP for Q2 will also be due
on Friday morning and is forecast to show a bare minimum level of growth for
the three-month period. 0.2% q/q growth is expected after the prior 0.6%.
In terms of the ongoing Q2 earnings season, there are in fact 175 S&P 500
companies reporting this week - by far the busiest week we will see throughout
the earnings season. 12 of the Dow Jones 30 companies will also be releasing.
Later today we will hear from the likes of Whirlpool, Logitech, Newmont, after
results from Philips this morning. 
Tuesday will see releases from UPS, GM, Coca-Cola, GE, McDonald's, Visa,
Microsoft, and Alphabet, followed on Wednesday by Meta, Ford, Qualcomm,
Spotify, and Boeing. Thursday will also be busy: Apple, Amazon, Intel, Pfizer,
Baxter, Mastercard, and Merck will all report. Finally on Friday we will hear from
ExxonMobil, Chevron, P&G, AstraZeneca and Abbvie. 

The Week Ahead

Ryanair
Ryanair has this morning registered an after-tax profit of €170m for the quarter
ending in June, ahead of economists' estimates for €157m, but short of the
€243m profit seen during the same period in 2019. 
CEO Michael O'Leary has stated that fares for the current quarter (typically the
airline's most profitable period) were higher than 2019 levels by a low double-
digit percentage. He added that unpredictable fuel prices, Covid-19, and
geopolitical risks make it impossible to forecast profit for the full financial year
which ends for the company on March 31st 2023.
The firm's net debt is encouragingly down to €0.4b from the €1.5b seen back in
March. 

26/07/2022 - US Consumer Confidence
27/07/2022 - Fed Rate Decision
28/07/2022 - US GDP
29/07/2022 - Eurozone CPI


